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The minimal unitary dilations of contraction semigroups on Hilbert spaces 
naturally yield systems of orthogonal projections with pre-Markovian prop- 
erties. Antisymmetric second quantization is a functorial construction on 
Hilbert space contractions which takes semigroups into doubly Markovian 
contraction semigroups on a scale of Banach spaces associated with certain 
Clifford algebras. Multiplicative functionals are introduced which are related 
to perturbations of these semigroups by a formula of the Feynman-Kac- 
Nelson type. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years Constructive Quantum Field Theory has made 
remarkable progress by the study of Euclidean Quantum Field 
Theory. Much of this progress is due to Nelson [18], who revived 
some ideas of Schwinger and Symanzik.l 
Symmetric Second Quantization is a functorial construction from 
Hilbert space contractions to doubly Markovian contractions built 
on Gaussian measure spaces [19, 201. Hence Markov processes, 
infinite-dimensional integration theory and Gaussian measures in 
particular have had fruitful applications in the study of Euclidean 
Boson fields. 
* Supported in part by Grant GP 33579 X of the National Science Foundation. 
+ Present address: I. Institut fur Mathematik, Freie Universitlt Berlin. 
i For an account of this the reader is referred to the 1973 Erice lectures on con- 
structive quantum field theory [33]. 
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Great formal similarities exist, mutatis mutandis, between sym- 
metric and antisymmetric second quantization [3, 25, 261. Gross in 
particular has applied the noncommutative integration theory [24] 
on Clifford algebras which arises naturally in this context to a study 
of physical ground states involving Fermions [7]. It is presently 
unknown to us whether the Boson-Fermion similarities are deep 
enough to allow for an analogous construction of Euclidean Markov 
Fields for Fermions. 
In this paper we take a few steps towards the exploration of this 
possibility. As we proceed by analogy to the better known Boson 
case, it helps to recall that the Euclidean Fock space for Bosons is 
obtained from the relativistic Fock space via the construction of a 
Markov process on the line with the semigroup generated by the 
(negative of the) free Hamiltonian acting as a transition function 
Ki 281. 
In Section 2 we review the theory of minimal unitary dilations of a 
contraction semigroup on Hilbert space due to Sz-Nagy [30]. In 
particular we construct a canonical realization among all the unitarily 
equivalent minimal unitary dilations. Subsets of the parameter space 
(time-axis) are associated with orthogonal projections on the Hilbert 
space of the dilation. We study some algebraic properties of these 
projections and isolate a certain structure which we call the pre- 
Markov property for these projections. 
In Section 3 we establish the functorial nature of antisymmetric 
second quantization in complete analogy to the treatment of sym- 
metric second quantization given in [20]. This extends some of the 
results of [7] to their fullest generality. Thus to Hilbert spaces are 
associated scales of Banach spaces related to the Clifford algebra 
of the space and to contractions are associated doubly Markovian 
contractions in the sense of [20]. Projections in particular are taken 
into doubly Markovian projections which have the characteristic 
properties of conditional expectations. Finally we prove some results 
on the (strong) continuity of these functors. 
In Section 4 we apply the antisymmetric second quantization 
functors to the unitary dilation of a contraction semigroup. In 
particular the pre-Markov structure now induces a Markov structure 
(in time). In the Boson case the same procedure leads to the 
Euclidean Markov theory. In the Fermion case the nonzero spin 
had to be taken into account before a Euclidean Markov theory 
could be established. What we have presently is a structure with 
time Markov properties only. 
In Section 5 we introduce multiplicative functionals in the Clifford 
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algebra over the extension Hilbert space and relate them to semigroups 
acting on the Clifford algebra over the original space via a formula 
of the Feynman-Kac-Nelson type. In particular, we recover some 
of the structures found by Osterwalder and Schrader in the Yukawa 
model, which involves Fermions [21]. However, a further reconcilia- 
tion with their results would be desireable. 
We mention in passing that the results of Section 2 have similar 
consequences under symmetric second quantization. 
2. PRE-MARKOV STRUCTURE OF SZ-NAGY DILATIONS 
Preliminaries 2.1 
The symbol [F represents either one of the fields R or @. With * 
denoting the standard conjugation (identity for R) on [F the inner 
product (LY ) p)r : = 01 . /I* g ives 5 a Hilbert space structure. 
For a pair of Hilbert spaces over F, Zr and %a, h&(X1, %a) 
denotes the Banach space of bounded linear maps from til to X2 . 
If (- I *>.e is the inner product of Z (conjugate linear on the right 
side), the map Z + &?*: u ++ (U / *)X is a linear isometry onto the 
conjugate dual Banach space 8” which we view as an identification: 
X = 2”. By means of these identifications the conjugate dual 
map t* of a t E hbr(%r , ,yi”z) b ecomes the adjoint of t. Thus there 
is a conjugate linear Banach space isomorphism J: &(X1, XZ) -+ 
hblF(ALZ , Z1) which is involutory, i.e., J 0 * = id. 
DEFINITION 2.1. hbF denotes the category of Hilbert spaces over 
[F and bounded linear maps equipped with the involutory cofunctor *. 
For Zr , .J%~ 6 hblF , 
are the contractions from X1 to &. ; 
I&(.x?~ , S2) := {t E hbF(lX; , &) I t* 0 t = id,) 
are the *-injections from Pr to tis ; 
are the *-projections from #r to J$ . 
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LEMMA 2.2. For all Z1, yi”z E hbF: 
(i) * induces a convex involutory isometry of hcIF(S1 , Sz) with 
hcd=f4 , yt;>; 
(ii) J induces an involutory isometry of hiE(Z1 , Sz) with 
JM% , j’e,>; 
(iii) h&(X1 , Zz) n hpF(S1 , Hz) is nonempty precisely ;f Z1 and 
Sz aye isomorphic. In this case this intersection consists of 
all isomorphisms; 
(iv) the sets hcIF(Z1 , 9’?J (respectively, hi&Z1 , Zz), hpF(Z1 , Zz)) 
are stable under compositions and the latter two are contained 
in the jirst. 
Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) are immediate in terms of the definitions. 
(iv): Since I/ t, o t, 11 < 11 t, /I 11 t, // < 1, hclF is closed under composi- 
tions. 
If t E hi,, then 1 3 // id II = I/ t* 0 t 11 = 11 t* II 11 t jl = II t (I2 holds 
and t E hcF . 
If t, and t, in hi, are composable, then 
(tl D t,)* 0 (tl o t2) = t,* 0 t,* 0 t, o t, = t,* 0 id 0 t, = id 
and t, o t, E hiF . hpiF is treated analogously. Q.E.D. 
This Lemma suggests the following extension of the Definition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. hciF denotes the subcategory of hbiF with the 
same objects as hbiF ; and for two such objects &r and Z2, hcIF(S1 , S2) 
as morphisms. hciF carries the involutory cofunctor *. 
hi, (respectively hp,) is the subcategory of hblF or hclF , where again 
only the morphisms are restricted to be in h&(X1 , Z2) (respectively 
hplF(Z1 , Zz)) for two objects Xr , Zz . 
* is also viewed as a cofunctor between hiE and hpr (in both direc- 
tions). 
LEMMA 2.4.2 Among all subcategories h of hb having the same 
objects as hb the category hc is characterized by: 
(i) hc is the smallest h containing both hi and hp; 
(ii) hc is the smallest h which contains hi and is *-invariant; 
(iii) hc is the smallest h which contains hp and is *-invariant. 
2 If statements involving IF hold for both interpretations of the symbol, we frequently 
drop it from the notation. 
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Proof, (i) Let t Ehc(jil:, Xa) and define 2 = Zi @ Xa with 
obvious *-injection ii: G+!& -+ A? and a-projection pa: X -+ %a. 
Defining u: A? -+ .X by the matrix 
[ 
-(I - t” 0 t)lP t” 
t (1 - t 0 t*)lP 1 
it has been shown in [lOI that u = U* E hi(Z, TX) n ?zp(x, 2) and 
that t = p, 0 u 0 i1 . Thus any subcategory h containing hi and hp 
contains hc, so that hc is the smallest such subcategory. 
(ii) If hi C h and h* C h, then (hi)* = hp C h by Lemma 2.2(ii) 
and hc C h by item (i) above. Hence a minimal such h is equal to hc. 
(iii) Analogous to (ii). Q.E.D. 
We offer the following heuristic remark to suggest why hc occurs 
naturally in connection with (Hilbert space) Quantum Mechanics: 
If Hilbert spaces are viewed as representing the state space of quantum 
mechanical systems (the pure or vector states in the absence of 
superselection rules) the elements of hi(Sl , #a) correspond to the 
idea of injecting the system Zi into a larger system G’& (larger, since 
dim X1 < dim &?a if hi(pl , &a) f 0 ) and hi gives a complete list 
of all such possibilities. 
Dually, the elements of hp(Zz , Xi) embody the idea of projecting 
the larger system X2 onto the smaller Zi with hp again providing a 
complete list of such possibilities. The map * corresponds to the 
duality of these notions. Lemma 2.4 then asserts that a list of relations 
among systems which includes all injections and projections neces- 
sarily includes all contractive maps between such systems and only 
those if it is minimal. 
In Section 3 the antisymmetric second quantization functors will 
be defined in stages, proceeding from hi to hp by a c-construction 
and then extending the results to hc. 
The Sx.-Nagy Dilation of a Contraction Semigroup 2.2 
We briefly review the construction of Sz.-Nagy in order to fix 
our notation for part 2.3 on the central pre-Markov structure inherent 
in this construction. Our presentation slightly improves the construc- 
tion in the appendix of [23] by establishing that the Hilbert space 
of the dilation can be realized as a subspace of functions from [w 
into the original Hilbert space. Compared with the Naimark- 
construction given in ([30], Chap. I, Sect. 7, Theor. 7.1) this approach 
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has the advantage of bypassing both the factorization of a kernel 
and an abstract completion. 
We write r for the additive topological group R and r, for the 
topological subsemigroups with identity 0 consisting of 
I 
nonnegative 
nonpositive 
elements. The additive group inverse is also denoted by *, i.e:, 
t* : = -t for t E r, and forms an involutory automorphism of r 
which intertwines I’, and C . 
For &C’ E hbc , hb@(X) := hbc(&?, 2) is a (concrete) IV*-algebra, 
whose closed unit ball is hcc(Z) := hcc(8, S). 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let 3 E hc. 
A c&-semigroup is a map p.: I’+ + hc(&) such that 
(9 pd, =ps+lfOrs,t~r+, 
(ii) p, = idX , 
(iii) p. is weak-operator continuous. 
Remark. It is known that a cH-semigroup is always strong- 
operator continuous [30]. For separable 2 (iii) can be replaced by 
weak-measureability. 
The adjoint semigroup p.* := c op. is a cX-semigroup together 
with p. due to the weak continuity of *. 
Convention. For the remainder of this chapter we consider a 
fixed -x0, E hc and cxO-semigroup p. . 
There is then a map q.: r -+ hc(SJ, which we call the *-extension 
of p., given by 
4t = I p”, 
if tEr+, 
PP if tEC. 
The function q. is strongly continuous, satisfies * o q = q o *, i.e., 
(4t)* = 4t* 9 and has restrictions to r+ , r- which correspond to the 
mutually adjoint semigroups p. and p.*. 
We note that q. is not a homomorphism of groups in general. 
In the special case that p. is self-adjoint, i.e., p, = (p,)* = p,* 
it follows that3 
s.a. 
4t = PM * (2.2) 
We write &Or := nlpr 2s for the topological product vector space 
on the right and think of its elements as functions f.: r --t X0 , such 
S Here and in the following, equalities which are valid only for self-adjoint p. will 
be marked by “s.a.” 
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that the continuous linear coordinate projections rl: 2s’ -+ X0 
correspond to the evaluation off. at t: 
df.) : = ft * (2.3) 
Dually, the subspace #,” of Zc, consisting of those functions 
which vanish off finite sets, is viewed as the topological sum vector 
space 2f?br’ : = BtEr ZO C XOr. In this case, the canonical con- 
tinuous linear coordinate injections Lo: G’& -+ 26’) allow one to find 
2& in Zhr’. 
Translation of the arguments of functions provides a natural 
group action of .F on ZOr: 
@El? ut: e?- - 6Y:f. -+ %(f.), (2.4) 
where 
ut(f.)s := ft*+s *
Clearly, this definition implies 
=s .a Ut = n,+t* 9 
(2.5) 
Ut 0 Ut’ = Ut+t’ ) u. = id, Up = (2+-l. 
Thus, each ut is a linear homeomorphism of sOr which leaves &@hr’ 
invariant and the assignment t + ut is a representation of r. 
It follows from the definitions of SOT and L%$,~) that there is a 
unique continuous linear map 4: S-F/,” + YF,,’ such that for all 
s,ter 
Xt o q o Ls = qt*+s f Q-6) 
We define j,: ZO --+ XOr by 
so that 
js:=qots, 
rt “/s = qt*+s *
(2.7) 
Setting s = t we find that rrs 0 j, = qe+s = q. = idzO , so that j, is a 
continuous linear injection for any s E r. If f E PO and s, t E r: 
Cut oidf h = (idf >)t*+s 
= =t*+s o Q o df > = qt+s*(f >
= =s 0 4 0 4f > = (idf Hss so that ut 0 j,, = j, 
~8011 S/4-4 
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and due to Eq. (2.5) we find: 
ut 0j.s = “It+ . (2.8) 
According to Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) the range of 4 satisfies: 
q*O : = n(XF’) = Span(j,(&)) = Span(u,(j,(*J)) C Zor. (2.9) tsr fer 
This means that the vector space pXO is characterized as the smallest 
subspace of P,’ containing all the spaces j,(jl%) for t E r or, 
equivalently, as the smallest (uJter- invariant subspace containing 
hC%)- 
If df.) and d&f.> are general elements of qj’%, then the number 
& bt O df.) I Bt).% = Jr (4t*ts(fs) I gt).rro 
= ,;, (fs I c7s*+t~gtNsPo = 5 (fs I n.9 o dg.))2eo > (2.10) 
is seen to be independent of the representations chosen for I 
and q(g.) and defines the sesquilinear form 
Mf.) I 4k.N on +%I * (2.10) 
Now, the key step in the Sz.-Nagy construction is the realization 
that for any cXO-semigroup the associated *-extension q is such that 
this sesquilinear form makes qZo into a Hausdorff pre-Hilbert 
space [23]. 
For s, s’, t E r and f, f’ E %,, we find that 
(f4 ~.is(f> I Ut o.isW) = (.&t,(f) I jttdf’)) 
= h+sfP+t+s (f) I f’)%wo = b+s(f) I f’).q 
= (j,(f) l&idf’)h 
so that due to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.9) tit is isometric with the isometric 
inverse ul+ . In the special case of s = s’ = 0 this formula yields 
cut oiLI I Ut ~.h(f’) = Mf) I it(f’N = (f If’), 
and hence each jl is a unitary imbedding of Z0 in the pre-Hilbert 
space qZo . 
If $%$ denotes any Hilbert space completion of qXo the family 
(4 ter will extend to a unitary representation of r such that the set 
Cid.f >I sd.fsd900 = Mh(fNLr.fd=o 
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is total in 4X0 . Consequently, since the map 
is continuous this unitary representation is weakly and hence strongly 
continuous. It follows therefore that j, = u, 0 j,, is also strongly 
continuous in s. 
Our next goal is to choose a canonical completion of q#a . If F is 
any element of pL%$ , the map Z0 3 f H (F / j,(f))= is conjugate 
linear and continuous, hence an element j,*(F) of ZO* = A$ . This 
procedure defines a continuous linear map s + ZOr: F ++ j.*(F). 
If now j,$*(F) = 0 for all s E r, then (F 1 jy(f))rs= 0 for all s E r, 
f~ X0 , so that F is orthogonal to a total set of @$ and hence equal 
to zero. The above map is therefore injective and we declare it to 
be unitary onto its image 8 contained in Zor. From now on we 
consider only this canonical completion % of qsO, so that (uJtEr 
and ( jt> td- are unitaries on, respectively, isometries into Z. Since 
for s, t E p, f, g E %a 
(jdf) I jt(g)Le = (jt* ojs(f) I g).eo = (clt*+df) i g>tio 
we have 
it* ois = qtsts = (Ut 0 A)* 0 Oc., 0.M = j,* 0 u~*+~ 0 j, . (2.11) 
If Y < s < t in r this implies 
A-* ojt = q7-+t = qr*+s 0 qs*+t = ht 0 q7*+s 
=jr*ojsoq ‘* . s*+t = qr*+s “1s OJt . (2.12) 
By setting t = 0 in Eq. (2.11) we find j,* o U, o j, = qs , so that in 
view of Eq. (2.9) u.. is the minimal unitary dilation of q. and p. . 
Putting e, : = j, 0 j8 * for the orthogonal projection in 2 with 
range jJ&a) we obtain 
j, 0 jt* = (u, 0 j,) 0 j,* 0 ut*) = us0 e, 0 ut*, (2.13) 
which leads to 
e, = us0 e, 0 us* for t = s. (2.14) 
For Y, s, t general in I’ there results 
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Finally, the relation between j,* and n1 is clarified by noting that 
for f. E iFAr) 
j,* 0 q(f.) = p* oj,(fs) = yr Pt*+dfs) = rt o df.)* 
so that 
It ‘* =1Ttp2v. (2.16) 
The automorphism * on r acts on the functions in SOr via the 
definition -: So’ --f Zsr: f. t+f7 , where 
tJ.,t :=ft* =Jt 9 (2.17) 
so that - is a linear involutory homeomorphism which leaves SAT’ 
invariant. 
For a general element q(f.) in @‘& with f. E A?Ij” we have 
6df.h = df.)t* = c nt o 4 o ts(fJ 
SEI- 
= zr ‘It+s(fJ = & !G+&*) = (P*(I>)t j
where Q*: Zbr’ + *Or is defined in terms of rrl 0 q* 0 Lo := qF+, 
for all S, t E J’. In general q*Zo will be unequal to qSo so that - 
does not leave either space invariant. However, if p. is selfadjoint 
q/2q* and qSo “2 q*A$ is left invariant by - and satisfies 
a) ‘2’ q(f,). Furthermore in this case 
m I iimb “2 (a(.?) I df.>>.w 
= Jr (4t*+sG) I.Gvo = Jr 67t*+s*(fs*) I t L& 
“5 Jr h*,*+s*(fs*) lft*).eo = Mf.) I df.>>.e ! 
so that the involutary map - leaves 8 invariant and restricts to a 
unitary map on A?: 
a:=-r3? (2.18) 
We note that u.* is always a minimal unitary dilation of p.*. In 
the selfadjoint case, i.e., p. = p.*, it follows that both U. and u.* 
are minimal unitary dilations of p. which are therefore unitarily 
equivalent [23, 301. It is precisely the unitary operator 9 constructed 
above which implements this equivalence. 
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Pre-Markov Structure 2.3 
When & E hc, pr(8) is the lattice of orthogonal projections on Z’. 
We denote the Boolean algebra of all subsets of I’ by 2r. 
If SEAR, then g(S) is by definition the (inclusion directed) 
collection of allJinite subsets of S. 
According to the definition preceding Eq. (2.14) there is a map 
r --f pr(Z): s t+ e, which we extend to 2r by the definition:4 
e,:=sIe, for SE2r. (2.19) 
This means that e, is the orthogonal projection in % onto the closed 
span of the spaces j,(ZO) w h ere s runs through the elements of S. 
We intend to study these projections in their dependence on S. 
LEMMA 2.6. (i) e, = OH,er=idx.IfSCS’Cr,thene,<e,~; 
(4 ~~%+4 is any family of subsets of r, then eU,EAS, = VasA es a 
mEASa < beA es ; 
(4 If b%L~n * zs a jinitea family of subsets of r, then 
eSi = F$~i, eFtp 1 <i<n 
and 
e-5 o***oesn = s-lim eFIo*..oeFn. Fi”.F(Si) 
Proof. Part (i) follows trivially and the V-statement of (ii) is 
immediate from Eq. (2.19). If s E noreA S, , then j,(ZJ C e, (Z) for 
01 E 4, so that js(XO) C AwEA e,=(s) and the A-statement aga& follows 
from Eq. (2.19). 
(iii) Let S denote any one of the Si , 1 < i < n. Then, ifF E g(S) 
item (i) yields eF < e, so that for any f. E 2 with e,(f .) = 0 it 
follows that also e,(f.) = 0. C onsequently es(f.) = limF&m eF(f.) 
holds for such f. , since both sides equal zero. In order to establish 
this equality for general f. in 2 it therefore suffices to assume 
edf.) =f. * F or g iven E > 0 there exists an F E p(S) and g. E eF(X) 
with 11 f. -g. 11 < (e/2). Let F’ E p(S) be such that F’3 F; then 
eF’(g.) = g. and g. = li%,~(,) 6(g) holds. 
Furthermore the previous result together with the estimate 
4 When there is no danger of confusion we identify elements of r with the corre- 
sponding singleton sets in 2r, so that s = {s} and in particular e, = ~1 . 
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show that e,(f.) = lim FEs(s) e,(f.) holds generally and hence e, = 
S-lim,,F(,) eF . On the other hand the operator product in k(Z) is 
strongly continuous. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let S be the closure in r of the subset S C r, then 
es = es . 
Proof. Since S C S Lemma 2.6(i) yields e, < es . Choose f E Zo, 
t E S and let the sequence t, E S converge to t. Since j. is strongly 
continuous we have j,(f) = limn+, jt,( f ), so that 
This implies V,,sj,(~o) = es(&) C e,(X) and hence the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.8. We equip r with the usual order structure of R. 
A subset S C r has a supremum (respectively, an injimum) if S # or 
and suptpS t < co (respectively inf,, t > -co). In this case we write4 
supS:=supt (respectively inf S := inf t). 
tes t&s 
For arbitrary S, S’ E 2r we say that S’ is later than S, in symbols 
S < S’, if sup S and inf S’ exist and satisfy sup S < inf S’. 
Clearly, < is a partial ordering on 2r such that S < S’ and 
S’ < S together imply S = S’ is a singleton set. 
Also S < S’ holds exactly when S < S’ holds; and sup S = sup S, 
inf S = inf S whenever these are defined. 
LEMMA 2.9.5 Let s, t E r and S E 2r. Then 
(4 es 0 et = j, 0 qs*+t o-it*; 
(ii) If t E S: e, 0 et = et = e, 0 es ; 
(iii) If S < {t}: e, 0 et = esups o et and et 0 e, = et 0 esupS ; 
(iv) If {t> < S: e, 0 et = einfS 0 et and et 0 e, = et 0 einfS . 
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from the definition of et and 
Eq. (2.11), while (ii) follows from Eq. (2.19). 
(iii) According to Lemma 2.7, it suffices to assume S is closed, 
so that sup S E S. Also, since the second statement follows from the 
6 The essential part of this structure of minimal unitary dilations has been observed 
independently by D. N. Williams (private communication). 
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first by taking adjoints, it will be sufficient to prove the first one. 
Consider f, g E X0 and s E S, then 
= W) I es ~is(S>)# = (it(f) I ~sW)w 
= cjs* 0.w) I ‘d.eo = us* ~.Llps o d&+t*(f) I dtio 
= (kw- o %upsb+t(f) I jskN.e 
holds, since e, 0 e, = e, , s < sup S = t by assumption so that 
Eq. (2.12) can be used. Because sup SE S the range of jsuDS is 
contained in the range of e, so that the above equation yields e, 0 e, = 
j,,,s 0 ~hp~b+t +* which in turn equals esuDS 0 e, according to (i). 
Item (iv) can be proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.10. The formulae established in the proof of this 
lemma yield the following explicit form for es , where S = [a, b] 
with - KJ < a < b < + 00 on the total set utsr,fa&O (j,( f )} in Z: 
jb o !?b*+t if t>b 
e[a,bl ‘it = 
1 
.it if t E [a, b] (2.20) 
.ia o qa*+t if t < a. 
LEMMA 2.11. If S < S’, then e, 0 es’ = esuDS o einfs’ and es1 o e, = 
ehfs’ 0 esupS - 
Proof. The second formula follows from the first by taking 
adjoints. According to Lemma 2.7 we may assume sup S E S and 
inf S’ E 5”. Since S < S’ it follows that S < (inf S’> and Lemma 2.9 
yields e, 0 einrs’ = esupS o einfs’ , so that it suffices to show e, 0 e,, = 
es 0 %fs’ . 
Consider f, g E y% and t E S, Y E r so that 
( es 0 es’ PDF) I h(g)) = (ef oidf) I h(g)) 
= (.Ltf) I es f 0 et ~.idg)> = Mf) I his’ 0 et hit 
= @infs, ~.&(J? I et oh(g)> = (es 0 einfs’ oh(f) l&9> 
where we have used es, o e, = einfs, o e, which follows from (t) < 5” 
by Lemma 2.9(iv). 
It follows that es 0 es< 01~ = es 0 einfs 1 o j, and since Y is arbitrary 
the above claim is established. Q.E.D. 
An easy induction argument on the number of factors using 
Lemma 2.10 as the start and induction step results in the following 
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COROLLARY 2.11. Assume 2 < n < 03 and (Si)lGi<n C 2r are 
given subject to S, < S, < --*<S,. For 1 <i<n let tiEI’ be 
chosen among inf Si and sup Si , and let t, = sup S1, t, = inf S, . 
Then 
es, 0 es2 0 .*. 0 es, = et, 0 et, 0 ... 0 eta 
and 
es?l 0 *.* 0 es2 0 es, = et n 0 ..* 0 et, 0 et,. 
THEOREM 2.12 (Pre-Markov Structure). With the hypotheses and 
notation of Corollary 2.11 the following formulas hold: 
es, 0 es2 0 ... 0 esn = et1 0 etn = A, 0 qtl*+t, ojt* 
and 
.* 
eS% 0 *I* 0e sz 0 es1 = et* 0 et, = .k, 0 qt,=+tr 0ItI - 
Proof. By Corollary 2.11 and Eq. (2.11): 
es, 0 es2 0 ...oesn=etloetz~...~et n 
= (jt,~jt*l>~(jt,~il*,>o...o(jt,~i3 
= it, 0 <jt*, oh,) 0... 0 (i;“,-, ojt,) 0 jt*, 
= It, 0 4tl*+tz 0 ..- 0 qt:-,+t, oit* 
= jtl 0 4(t,*+tz)+...+(t:_l+t,) 0.i; 
= .itl 0 4t18+t, Oh, = et, 0 et” -
The second statement involves the adjoint equation. 
The next result shows that for intervals S the function 
Q.E.D. 
{inf S, sup S> H e, 
is strongly continuous. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let (a,),>, , (bJmao be two convergent sequences 
inrwitha,~bb,andseta:=lim,a,,b:=lim,b,,sothata<b. 
If S,, (respectively, S) is any (open, closed or halfclosed) interval of r 
with anz = inf S,, and b, = sup S,, (respectively, a = inf S, 
b = sup S), then 
e, = dim es . m.n-3m m* 
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Proof. Because of Lemma 2.9 we may assume S,, = [a,, bn] 
and S = [a, b]. Again, it will suffice to show 
,lpm Ilks - e&J ~.it(f)ll = 0 
for all tET’ and fcZO. We consider several cases depending on 
the relation of t with S. If t > b, there exists N with t > b, > a, 
for all n > N and arbitrary m, so that {t} + S,, as well as (t} > S 
holds in this case. Using Lemma 2.9(iii), this yields for n > N 
II@, - Q,,) ojt(f)ll = IICes - esm,) 0 et ~it(f)ll 
= Il(eb - ebJ ~&Y = II& 0 qb*+df) -jbn 0 e~+tV)ll 
d Nib - jb,) 0 4b*+tWll + kin 0 (qb*+t - s,*+tU)ll 
d IlCib -&> 0 ch*+t(f)ll + Il.& 0 b+t - 4b,*+tUN 
Since the two last terms converge to zero as TZ -+ co (j. and q. are 
strongly continuous and j, is isometric) the claim is established for 
this case. An analogous argument applies to the case where t < a 
and m -+ co. If t E (a, b), then t E S,, for m and n large enough 
and then 
ll(es - esmn> Ojkf)ll = lMf> -itW = 0. 
Since the case t = a will be similar to the only remaining case t = b 
we deal with this latter case only: t = b. For m large enough we have 
a, < b = t, so that then 
Il(es - es,,) ~hU)ll = IIidf> - esmn ~.idf>ll 
=I 
0 if b E S,,,, 
llh(.f) -jbn 0 ~b~*+b(f)ll if b $ S,, 
G IUb - jb,>(f)ll + II& 0 ho - ~b,*+df)ll 
d ll(h -iJf>ll + llh 0 ho - ab,~+bU)l17 
which is seen to converge to zero as n -+ 03. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLES. (a) Consider the one particle space of a free relativistic 
Bose field of mass m > 0 in s space dimensions defined as follows: 
S’& := Ifs 5?c’(Ws) I27$ lf^(k)12[2p(k)]-1 d8k < 001, 
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where 
k = (k, )...) k,) E Iis, 
CL(k) = [m2 + ; @d2]li2 
and 3 denotes the Fourier transform off. 
Complex conjugation of f is an involution on ZO. We obtain a 
czO-semigroup commuting with this involution by setting 
pa(k) := e+@) *j(k), t > 0. 
It is known (see e.g. [9]) that the space S? is isomorphic to 
where 
If we set p = ( p, , p) with p E Rs, then 
IGCP) : = f(P), 
n 
u,(g)(p) := eitDo .g(p) 
give the corresponding isometries and unitaries. 
However the pre-Markov structure on this space turns out to be 
considerably richer than the one given by Theorem 2.12 [20]. The 
(symmetric) second quantization of A? yields the Euclidean Fock 
space for the free Euclidean Markov Bose field of mass m > 0 in 
dimension d. 
(b) If instead we employ for s = 3: 
% : = lf~ y’c4~3) 1 j C fna(k) ~,,Wjb(4*&4W d3k < ~0 1, 
a,8=1,2 
where 
&dk) := cL(W,, + i 44,~ 
i=l 
in terms of the Pauli spin matrices ui, then Z0 is known to carry a 
unitary spin l/2 representation of the connected inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group on four-dimensional space-time [31]. With 
p%Jk) := e-ufkjt e&k), cl!= 1,2 
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as contraction semigroup on y% the dilation space Z is isomorphic to 
with 
&3(P) := %3(P) for all p E R4. 
The maps j,, and ut are defined in analogy to example (a). However, 
since S(a) has no nice transformation properties under SO(4) this 
space does not possess the rich Euclidean pre-Markov structure of 
the first example. We believe this to be at the core of the difficulties 
in the construction of Euclidean Fermi Markov fields. 
We note, however, that a (2s + I)-fold direct sum of the copy 
appearing in example 1 leads directly to a Euclidean covariant pre- 
Markov structure of a theory with spin s written in a Wigner basis. 
Using antisymmetric quantization, the consequences for the Fermi 
case (s odd) have been discussed in [34]. The relevance for a relativistic 
local field theory remains, however, open. 
3. ANTISYMMETRIC SECOND QUANTIZATION 
3.1 The A*-Construction 
Since in the following certain conjugations will appear frequently 
we prefer to make some simple unifying definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A star * on a vector space V over [F is a conjugate 
linear map *: V + zV: ‘u ++ z1* := a(v) such that * o * = idy . 
A *-vector space is a pair (V, *). A linear map between *-vector 
spaces is a *-map if it commutes with *. 
In case 55’ is a Banach space for the norm Ij * II1 we require in 
addition that * be isometric, i.e., jl v II1 = 11 v* iI1 for v E 9. 
If .% is a Hilbert space for the inner product (* I a)~ it then follows 
that * is antiunitary, i.e., 
(f* I if% = WI g>s * 
Given a *-vector space (V, *) “y-, := {v E V I v = v*} defines the 
self-adjoint part of V. bcF denotes the category of Banach spaces 
over [F and If-linear contractions, while bc* is the category of *-Banach 
spaces over @ with *-contractions. Similarly hb* (respectively, hc*, 
hi*, hp*) are the categories of *-Hilbert spaces over C with bounded 
*-maps (respectively, *-contractions, etc.) and we write hb*(*i , s2) 
(respectively, hc*(Sl , Xa), etc.) for the resulting sets of a-maps. 
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Remark 3.2. Given s’? E hb* it is easily seen that s+? is naturally 
isomorphic to @ @a ZS with * corresponding to * @ id%*. A map 
is a *-map if it looks like II @F, with F, a map on SS . 
Given 2 E hc we consider /l(P) : = On>,, /P(Z) as the Hilbert 
space direct sum of the complete exterior powers An(S) := 
x A *a* A S-P (n-factors) (see [26]). If A E hc(ZI , S&Z) then the 
assignment fr A *** A fn ++ (Afi) A *** A (Af,) has a unique con- 
tinuous linear extension A(A) E hc(A(Z& A(&)). 
It is immediate that /l: hc -+ hc is a covariant functor. Clearly the 
image subcategory has additional structure, such as the N-grading 
and the action of the permutation groups on the homogeneous 
subspaces. In case S E hc*, we put J : = A(*) equal to the unique 
continuous conjugate linear extension of the assignmentf, A -*- A f, t-+ 
f,* A *** A fi*. Given A E hc*(ZI , XZ) it is easy to see that A(A) is a 
*-map and that there is hence a corresponding functor /l: hc* --t hc*, 
where A*(Z) := (/l(S), A(*)) and for A E hc*(&fI , #J A*(A) := 
A(A) viewed as a c-map. 
3.2 L*-Spaces over C&ford Gage Spaces 
In this section we employ some of the notations and results of 
Gross [7]. Apart from this we will make free use of known results 
in Noncommutative Integration Theory and refer the reader to the 
sources: [4], [15], [17], [24], [29]. 
Given Z E hc* there is a linear map C2: # -+ hb(A*(Z)), such 
that for x E & and u E A”(&) the creation operator C,(x) maps u into 
(tl + 1)l12X A U. The associated *-map BH : = Cx + * o Cz o * 
satisfies 
B%(x) * B.%(Y) + B&J(Y) . Bsf+) = 2(x I Y*)m Q&.x) - (3.1) 
Consequently Bs extends to a representation of the abstract Clifford 
algebra defined by the bilinear form (a 1 **)s on 2. If dim, 2 is 
even or infinite this algebra is simple so that the representation is 
faithful [2, 26, 271. We refer to the *-algebra with unit U,(X) 
generated algebraically by the range of Bm as the algebraic C&ford-*- 
algebra of 2. The Banach space closure ‘Z,,(Z) of Va(%‘) is a C*- 
subalgebra of hb(A*(&)) h h w ic we call the CliSford-+-algebra of ~‘2’. 
DEFINITION 3.3. For Z ~hc* Urn(%) is the W*-subalgebra of 
hb(A*(Z)) generated by the range of B*. 
$F8”(X) : = (A E %9(X) 1 A * = A} 
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and 
%?+“(sfq := {A E eqz&) [ 3(B E P(sP))A = B* . Bj 
are the self-a+& (real) subspace and the positk~ cone of Vm(3CP), 
both of which generate it linearly. 
If dime fl = 2m, m integer, then VW(X) = U,(Z) g End(C2”), 
while for dime .@ = 2m + 1 
%P(&‘) = U,(S) s End(C”“) @ End(P”) 
(see [2]). If dime &! = 00, P’(Z) is a uniformly hyperfinite factor 
of type II, [26]. 
We denote by Trm the unique normalized trace on ‘P’(Z), where 
in case dim, A? = 2m + 1 we require in addition that TrZ take 
equal values on the nontrivial central idempotents. It follows that 
Tr# is a positive, normal, hence ultrastrongly continuous linear 
functional on VW(X) [5]. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For 2 E hc *, V”(A“) is the space of closed, 
densely defined linear operators on A*(Z) which are affiliated 
with UW(#). 
It is known (cf. [17]) that under strong (i.e., closures of ordinary) 
algebraic operations and the adjoint operation *, and equipped with 
the uniform structure and topology of convergence in measure, 
%?(A?) is a metrizable, topological a-algebra; and the inclusion is 
continuous when %P(s@) is viewed as a C*-algebra. 
The self-adjoint subspace g:(Z) and positive cone %?+“(A?) are 
defined as before via the *-operation. %‘So(Z) consists of self-adjoint 
operators in the strict Hilbert space sense, which therefore possess 
spectral families of projectors in qSW(X). The elements of V+“(Z) 
are precisely the elements of WSo(&) whose spectral families have 
support in R, . 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let A E V”(X) have the polar decomposition 
A = U * 1 A 1 and let e. be the spectral family of [ A [. The functions 
and 
operator norm of A, if A ~lzb(A*(Z)) 
otherwise, 
II A Ilp := (J‘,” ~p4’I’r.&eJl)1’p E LO, ~1, 1 <P < ~0 
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determine the *-invariant spaces 
is the (real) subspace of self-adjoint operators, while V+“(Z) := 
gp(X) n %?+O(X) is the positive cone of VP(Z). 
It is known that Ij A* & = 11 A jlp for 1 < 9 < CO. Furthermore, 
for 1 < p < Q the inequalities 
0 < II A Ill < /I A llD < II A IIn < II A Urn G ~0 (3.2) 
hold and the spaces %‘p(%), 1 < p < CO form a decreasing scale 
of *-Banach spaces with contractive dense inclusions (the additional 
inclusion in V”(Z) being continuous, dense): 
GP(ie) c W(2) c P(Af) c W(2-r) c= mown. (3.3) 
It follows that the abstract completions of 5?““(s) w.r.t. the /I * IIP- 
norms are isomorphic to these spaces of operators. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 2 E hc*: Then 
(i) V>(Z) and V+“(s) are (measure)-closed in SF?~(&?‘); 
(ii) Vs”(&) (respectively, %7+“(Z)) is the 11 * lip closure o~%‘~~(X) 
(respectively, %?+“(S+?)) for 1 < p < 00. 
Proof. (i) According to ([17], Theor. 1) the involution * is 
continuous on V”(Z) so that gso(j’e) is closed. A sequence 
(4& C v+“(y) which converges to an A E V”(&) in measure a 
fortiori converges to A grossly in the sense of [29] and therefore 
lies in q+“(X) by [29, Cor. 4.71. 
(ii) It suffices to let 1 < p < CO. If a sequence (A,),>1 C VSm(Z) 
(respectively, V+“(Z)) converges to an A E VP(@) in terms of the 
11 * lip-norm, then it also converges to A in measure, so that by (i) 
A lies in W(Z) n VaO(Z) (respectively, G?~(&??) n V+“(Z)) and 
%Y~“(H)~“‘~~ C Vsp(X) (respectively, %+m(.X)n’n~ C U+p(Z)) follows. 
Consider an A E Vs”(Z). Since %@(z?‘) is /I * /I,-dense in W’(X) 
there exists A, E $P(s) A, -Wp A, so that A,* -&lip A* = A 
and 1/2(A, + A,*) -dl.~I~ A or %‘,“(%‘)l~‘l~* 3 $?sp(#). Next, if 
A E%‘+“(X) has the spectral family e. , consider 
A, := 
s 
n /\de, E G?+“(H) 
0 
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for n >, 1 integer. Since 
/I A 1~: = Jo= XPdTr&e,,) < 03 
it follows that 
/l A - A, 11: = 1” XndTrx(e,) 
n 
converges to zero as n --+ co. QED. 
LEMMA 3.7. Trz is /I * II,-continuous on 29(X). If EYP, c&led the 
expectation or integral, denotes the continuous linear extension of Trx 
to %‘l(&) and 
1 <p < co, (l/p) + (l/p*) = 1, A+E’+?+~(%‘), AEW’(X), BE%?*@‘) 
are given, then: 
6) E&A+) = II A+ Ill 2 0, 
(ii) (A, B) := EX(A * B*) = (Ez(B - A*))* is continuous on 
W(2) x %W(#) with 
(iii) II A Ilp = sup11Bi1,*=1 I EdA - B*)I = sup11~,*=1 II A . B* Ill 3 
where the supremum on the right hand side is a maximum 
in case 1 <p < co. 
Proof. With A,, A, B E %+(G+F) these statements follow from 
results in [4]. In particular, I Tr,(A”)I < Tr&I 2 [) = II A Ill , for 
B E GP(Z’) holds. Thus Ez h as norm 1 as does Tr& and I E&C)1 < 
11 C Ill, for C E W(Z). The equation 
= 
r m Ad Tr.&d = II A+ III 
‘0 
verifies Eq. (i). Due to ([15], Theor. 1) the (strong) product of 
operators A E W(Z) and B* E ‘P*(Z) is continuous into W(Z) 
with II A - B* II1 < II A lip II B IID* . Since by Eq. (i) I E,(A - B*)l < 
E&I A * B* 1) = II A . B* II1 holds, Eq. (ii) follows. 
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The equality and claim involving 11 A * B* Ijr in Eq. (iii) follow 
from [15, Theor. 1 and Lemma 1.21. On the other hand the equality 
involving E,(A * B*) is established in [4, Theor. 6, Cor. l] for 
%+‘(A?) and follows generally by continuity. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. For 1 <p < co, (l/p) + (l/p*) = 1 ‘P*(s) is the 
Banach space conjugate dual of W’(X) via the pairing 
(., .): @P(H) x Up*(S) + C: A, B t-+ &o(A . B*). 
The conjugate dual of 5P(S) for th e ultrastrong topology is W(X) 
with the same pairing. 
Proof. The duality results for p = 1,2, co are in [24] and in 
[4] for the general case. However, the pairing is only exhibited on 
suitable ideals in %?(X). In the present context of a finite gage 
space all these ideals coincide with $P(X’), so that the pairing state- 
ments follow from those in [4] and our Lemma 3.7 by continuity. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let 1 < p < co, (l/p) + (l/p*) = 1 and 
S C %‘p(X). The polar So of S is the set 
so := (B E UP*(S’) 1 V(A E S)(A, B) > O}. 
LEMMA 3.10. For any 1 < p < CO the polar of V+“(Z) is %T~*(Z’). 
Proof. Consider A E V+“(s) and B E q:*(Z), so that 
A1f2 * B112 E %Y2(Z) and 
(A, B) = ,?&(A . B*) = E~((A1~z)* . AlI2 . B1j2 . (B”/“)*) 
= &&&I2 . BV) . (Al/2 . BW)*) = 11 Al/2 - BV II2 > 0. 
Hence g:*(Z) C [%?+~(s)]o. Next, if B E [%‘+“(Y)]” C W’*(Z) we 
write B = (1/2)(B + B*) + i(l/2i)(B - B*) := B, + iB, with B,, 
Bi in e*(Z). For A E s+“(X) this leads to 
(A, B) = E&A . B*) = &(A . B,) - i&&4 . Bi) > 0, 
so that E*(A * B,) = 0, since both E&A * B,) and E&(A - B,) are 
real. By linearity in A, E*(A . BJ = 0 for all A E @(X) so that 
11 Bi lip* = SUP I ZfJ’x(A . B,*)l = 0 
!IAII,=l 
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by Lemma 3.7 and B = B, E VT*(X). Let e. be the spectral family 
of B and consider the projector P = Jym de, E U+““(X), so that 
Since 
B = (1 -P) . B . (I - P) + P * B. P 
= (1 -P) . / B 1 * (1 - P) - P * 1 B I . P. 
O<(P,B)=&(P.B)=&(P.B.P)=-&(PIBIP) 
= -llPIBIPlI, GO 
by Lemma 3.7 it follows that P 1 B / P = 0 and hence that B = 
(1 - P) 1 B 1 (1 - P) E V+“(p) so that [%+“(X)]” C V:(Z). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.11. 
(i) If dime Z < co; then %‘a(~) = W’(Z) for p = 0 or 
l<p<co. 
(ii) If dime X = cc, then qa(p) is dense in VP(Z) for p = 0 
or 1 < p 9 00, where however %+(Z) has to be taken 
with the ultrastrong or o(CiF(~), V(&?)) topology, rather 
than the 11 *II,-topology. 
Proof. Statement (i) is obvious and the case p = 0 follows from 
the case p = 1 since V(Z) is dense in V”(Z). Thus it remains to 
consider the cases with dime 2 = 00 and 1 < p < co. By the very 
definition of @O(Z) as the IV*-algebra generated by the *-algebra with 
unit U,(X), the latter is ultrastrongly (or c+F’(&‘), ql(&‘))) dense 
in the former. Thus we may take 1 < p < 00 with (l/p) + (l/p*) = 1. 
If qa(&?) were not dense in W’(Z) an application of Lemma 3.8 
would provide a B # 0 in VP*(Z) with (A, B) = 0 for all A E gJ&?). 
Since B E ‘@(A?) the functional Ep(*B*) is ultrastrongly continuous 
on %ZW(&) by Lemma 3.8, so that (A, B) = 0 even for A in the 
ultrastrong closure G+(Z) of U,(X). Now, thinking of B as an 
element of ‘G@*(Z), again the denseness of gm(Z) in %?p(&‘) and the 
continuity of Ep(*B*) on ‘G@(%) imply with Lemma 3.7 that 
I! B llgt = I,?;~1 I &M . B*)I = 0, 
contradicting B # 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.12. If Y? is a dense linear *-subspace of & E hc* and 
‘%?J@ denotes the algebra generated (algebraically) by the range of 
B2 r A? then Lemma 3.11 remains true for Y?J#) (cf. [27, Prop. 21). 
580/1S/4-5 
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3.3 Second Quantization on hi* and hp* 
The preceding section dealt with the second quantization (anti- 
symmetric) of the objects of hc* (i.e., *-Hilbert spaces). We now 
turn to the second quantization of the corresponding morphisms in 
hc*. The present section deals with the preliminary construction of 
the GP-functors on hi* and hp* and their connections via *-operations 
and duality. 
It is known from the theory of Clifford algebras (e.g. [2, 261) that 
for any I E hi*(Zl , %a) there exists a unique l-preserving isometric 
+isomorphism %‘JI) from Va(S1) into Va(Xz) which satisfies 
Bxz 0 I = Va(I) 0 BP1 . 
In short G?Za is functorial on hi*. 
(3.4) 
LEMMA 3.13. For U E hi*(#% , ZT) n hp*(Zl , &ZJ the algebra 
isomorphism %‘J U) from ‘GT?J%~) onto ‘ZJ#Z) is given in terms of the 
formula 
where 
%?#7)[A] = A*(u) 0 A 0 n*(u)*, (3.5) 
A E U&q) c hb*(A*(sf$). 
In particular VJ U) is normal and ultrastrongly continuous. 
Proof. Let (eP)0SP be an ordered orthonormal basis of X1 , so that 
{(m!)1/2 ePl A **a A eprn 1 m > 0, (pi ,..., pm) finite-ordered subset of P> 
yields an orthonormal basis of A*(Zi). A*(U) is the unique unitary 
extension of the assignment 
(m!)l12 eel A ... A eom H (m!)liz(Ue,J A -*a A (Uepm). 
For x E y;“l we compute 
so that 
C,(Ux) 0 A*(U)((m!)l12 e,, A ..- A e,J 
= C,( Ux)((m!)1~2( Uep,) A . . . A (Ue,J> 
= ((m + 1)!)1/2(Ux) A (Ue,J A ... A (Ue,J 
= A*(u) 0 C,(x)((m!)“” eel A ... A e,J, 
C,,( Ux) 0 n*(u) = A*(u) 0 C,(x). 
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Replacing x by x* in this formula and taking adjoints one finds 
A*(U)* 0 c,(u(x*))* = C&c*)* ‘2 A*(U)* 
or, since U(x*) = (Ux)* and A*(U)* = A*( U*) = A*( U)-l, 
Cx2(( ux>*>* 0 A*(u) = A*(u) 0 c&Qx*)*. 
Recalling the definitions of Btii , i = I,2 and gG( U), this implies 
and consequently for xI E XI , 1 < 1 < Y 
However, since 
@,(A$) = Span{Bzl(x,) ... B&,(x,) / r > 0, x1 E tir , 1 < E < r} 
formula (3.5) follows. Since the isomorphism v,(U) is therefore 
spatial it is normal and ultrastrongly continuous. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.14. For Z2 E hc* let S2 = Zl @ j/%;l(Zl, Xl’ E hc*) 
be any (internal) orthogonal direct sum decomposition of Z2 such that 
the associated isometric injection I: Xl 4 Z2 is in hi*(Zl , A$). Then 
there is a unitary isomorphism V of the Hilbert-space tensor product 
A*(jli”l) @ A*(Xll) with A*(&$) such that the algebra morphism 
+?JI) satisjes for A E Va(Pl): 
Gfa(I)[A] = Vo (A @ id,,,,+,) o V-1. (3.6) 
In particular %JI) is normal and ultrastrongly continuous. 
Proof. Let (e,JPsP (respectively, (fO)& be an ordered orthonormal 
basis of #r (respectively, X11). The assignment 
((m!)“” e,, A ... rz eom) @ ((n!)‘l”f h ... A fo,) 01 
t+ ((WZ + fZ)!)l12 e 
Pl A “’ A e,,, A fox A “’ A fo, 
extends uniquely to a unitary V from A*(y%;) @ A*(%r-L) onto 
A*(Z2), since it is a bijection of orthonormal bases for these spaces. 
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c.@2(Ix) 0 V[((?n!)l~2 eo1 A ... A ep,) @ ((n!)‘l”fu, A ... A fo,)] 
= c&-2(h)[((??Z + ?Z)!)l12 epl A .‘- A f& A fo, A ... A joti] 
= ((WZ + ?Z + l)!)l121jc A epl A ..’ A t? p,,, Af,, A ‘.’ A fo, 
= v[(((WZ + I)!)‘/” X A eel A ..’ A f?,,,) @ ((?Z!)‘/” fo, A “’ A fo,)] 
= ~(CZ@) @ id,lcm,l,M41~2 epl A ... A eom) @ (@!>““fe, .‘.fc,,)l 
shows that 
CH@) 0 v = v 0 (CH~(,) 0 id,,txlL,). 
Since an analogous relation results for Cti2((1x)*)* by replacing x 
with x* and taking adjoints in this formula it follows that 
~dWa~;(41 0v = BJ~~,@X) 0 v = vo Peal 0 idAecHIL,). 
We conclude in the manner of the proof for the preceding lemma that 
~,V)[4 0 v = v 0 (A 0 idA*ctiJ for all A E %?a(&l) 
so that Eq. (3.6) holds. It then follows immediately that V,(I) is 
normal and ultrastrongly continuous. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.15. For any I E hi*(Zl, 2&) the *-algebra iso- 
morphism %TJI) of Va(Xl) into ~T?~(z?ZJ is normal and ultrastrongly 
continuous. 
Proof. Let Zi’ : = I(Zi) be the range of I in X2 . Then yi”s = 
21’ @ 2;’ is an (internal) orthogonal direct sum decomposition and 
I factors as I = I’ 0 U, where U is unitary from Zi onto X1’ and I 
is the isometric injection of Zi’ into 2.. . Applying Lemma 3.13 
to U and Lemma 3.14 to I, the Corollary follows for I by composition, 
since VJI) = qa(I’) 0 U,(U). Q.E.D. 
Given I E hi*(Sl , S2) we denote by %+(I): 5.??(til) -+ %9(S’&) 
the unique ultrastrongly continuous and normal linear extension of 
Va(I): VJX;) -+ WJZ2) guaranteed by Corollary 3.15. It follows 
from the results of Lemmata 3.13 and 3.14 that W(I) is again a 
*-homomorphism and hence in particular a contraction. Since this 
construction is clearly functorial we have defined a functor VW from 
hi* to FW*, the category of finite IV*-algebras. 
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Since $9’(I) is a *-homomorphism preserving 1 the functional 
Trz, 0 %F(I) on GF’(Z1) is normalized and central hence equal to 
Trsl according to our definition of Trx for &? E hc*. This permits the 
following computation for given A E Vw(Zr): 
This shows that GF’(l) is isometric in the 11 . I\,-sense and hence 
injective. We denote by V(1): %?(AQ --t Ur(HJ the unique isometric 
linear extension of G@(I) which is guaranteed by this computation. 
Thus in particular V@‘(l) is injective and therefore isometric (in the 
11 * I\,-sense; cf. [5, Chap. I, 1.5, Prop. 81). It now follows from the 
(noncommutative) Riesz-Thorin-Kunze interpolation theorem [15, 
Cor. 3.11 that V(1) maps %P(yi”l) contractively into %‘P(Zz) so that 
there exists a family of contractions %P(l): @(Xi) -+ %p(Zs), 
1 < p < co which interpolate between the isometries V:‘(1) and 
%@(I). It is clear that VP(l) is the unique II * [I,-continuous linear 
extension of the composition of V?(l) with the injection of %@(ZJ 
into ?F+(Z~). 
Thus it is obvious that the constructions %?P for 1 < p < CO are 
functorial from hi* to bc*. We collect some of the special properties 
of the maps G?(1) in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. For each 1 < p < 0~) there exists a (covariunt) 
functor ‘%P: hi* -+ bc* which associates VP(X) to S-T E hi* and VP(I) 
to I E hi*(Xl , X2). qw has more structure in that it takes its values 
in FW* and VW(I) is isometric. %?(I) is isometric for each I E hi*(Zl , X2). 
Each $?(I), 1 < p < 00 has the following properties. 
(9 II ~V)ll G 1, 
(ii) * 0 9+(l) = VP(l) 0 *, 
(iii) ~p(I)[~+p(&)] C ~+p(yi”z>, 
(iv) gp(I)[LJ = lti2 , 
(4 E~J@(I)[4) = Ex~(~ for A E @YEi>. 
Note. Maps with the properties (i) *** (v) are called doubly 
Murkovian in [20] and we will adopt this terminology. 
Proof. The functorial claims and items (i), (ii), and (iv) were 
established in the construction of VP above. If A E %‘+P(X1), Lemma 
3.6 shows that there exist (B&r in %‘m(X1) with B, - B,* -+ A in 
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%?+p(XJ, so that the operators %9(1)[Bn . B,*] = %P(I)[Bn * B,*] = 
(%‘~(I)[&]) * @P(l)[Bn])* which 1’ le in %+“(*z) converge to $P(l)[A]. 
Thus %p(I)[A] 1 ies in the 11 *&-closure of %?+~(Z~) which is equal to 
%?+“(&a) and (iii) follows. Finally, if p = co, then for A E $P(%$) 
by the uniqueness of the trace as a normalized central functional. 
If 1 < p < CO then A E @(#i) can be 11 *(I,-approximated by 
A’ E %P’(Zi) and Eq. (v) follows from the one just established for 
p = 00 by a simple continuity argument. Q.E.D. 
We now turn to a similar construction on hp*. In particular, 
let P = I* E hp*(ZZ , Zi) be the adjoint of the typical I E hi*(Zl , Z2) 
discussed above. Since P’(I): GP(Zi) -+ $P(Z.) is ultrastrongly 
continuous by Corollary 3.15 and U1(Xi) is the ultrastrong conjugate 
dual (i.e., conjugate predual) of ‘?+(A$ for i = 1, 2, by Lemma 3.8 
there is a unique continuous linear map W(P): ‘F(tiJ -+ ‘+~(sQ 
which is the adjoint [%P(1)]* of %9(I) w.r.t. the canonical pairing 
of Lemma 3.8: 
L~1@1vw4 m&ml = l..w2<4 ~m(wo~,.w~ (3.7) 
for arbitrary A E %P(z&~) and B E $P(yi”l). With the help of Lemma 3.7 
we find that 
so that ‘G(P) is a contraction from U1(%z) to V(Zi). 
On the other hand, if 1 < p < cc and 1 < p* < cc are related 
by (I/P) + U/P*) = 1, we define S@*(P) := G@‘(l)* as the Banach- 
space adjoint of %+(I) in terms of the canonical pairing of Lemma 3.8. 
Thus ‘SD*(P) is again a contraction from %?p*(ZJ to GP*(%i). The 
formula C@*(P) = [$?p(P*)]* shows that VP* = * 0 WP 0 * is the 
composite of two cofunctorial and one functorial construction and 
hence is clearly functorial on hp*. Furthermore the connection 
between %?P* on hp* and %?P on hi* is involutory in the sense that 
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canonically * 0 %?p* 0 * = VP. We note that the construction of 
Vi(P) and %?a(P) above coupled with a Riesz-Thorin-Kunze inter- 
polation would yield the same family of functors VP* on hp*. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. For each 1 < p* < co there exists a (covariunt) 
functor $9”: hp* + bc* which associates VP*(x) to 2 E hp* and 
VP*(P) = [VP(P*)]* to P E hp*(p2, til), where (l/p) + (l/p*) = 1 
and [W(P*)]* is the adjoint of %?P(P*) w.r.t. the pairing of Lemma 3.8. 
The formula [@*(P)]* = %P(P*) holds likewise and each %?P*(P) is 
doubly Markouian in the sense of Proposition 3.16 with (1 VP*(P)11 = 
11 %?qP*)JI = 1. 
Proof. The functorial claims and Ij %?P*(P)lI < 1 were established 
in the construction of the VP*. For A E %?P(xi) we find that 
2P,~lw*Px1Yf21~ 4,,.eI 
so that 
and Vp*(P)[lzJ = Iti,. This implies 11 %?p*(P)\I = // Vp(P*)ll = 1. 
Analogously, if B E ‘??*(%a) then by Proposition 3.16 
Finally, if A E %‘+p(Xi) and B E %?+p(&?a) then (%p*(P)[B], A) = 
(B, %p(P*)[A]) > 0. It follows that Vp*(P)[B] lies in the polar of 
%?+P(*i) which is equal to Vy*(Xr) by Lemma 3.10. Since %?:*(Zi) 
is the R-span of %+P(yz?i) for i = 1, 2 it follows from this that UP*(P) 
is a *-map. Q.E.D. 
3.4 Second Quantixation on hc* 
We recall the connections which connect hi*, hp* and hc* in terms 
of the *-cofunctors defined in Section 2.1. 
We consider 2 E hc* and p = p* = 2: There exists a unique 
unitary map 9% from Vz(Z) onto A*(Z) (the duality transform 
of [26] and [7]) which extends the assignment 
P(Z) 3 A H A[l,,(&y] E (1*(&q. 
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LEMMA 3.18. Let I E hi*(Sl , Z2) so that P = I* E hp(~& , A$). 
Then the formulas 
9.q 0 272(I) = n*(I) 0 9x1 (3.8) 
and 
.qq 0 P(P) = A*(P) 0 9.q ) 
show that 9. is a natural transformation of 9? on hi* (respectively, hp*) 
onto LA*. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.11 V?JZr) is dense in q2(X”), 
so that it suffices to show the validity of Eq. (3.8) on %ZJZr). Since 
(n*(P))* = A*(I) ‘t ffi 1 su ces to establish the equation involving -I, 
since the other one then follows by taking adjoints. Let (~r)r<~<,. C XI 
be orthonormal and selfadjoint so that (I~~)rgr(~ are again orthonormal 
and selfadjoint in s2 . We find that 
and 
Since such BflI(xI) - *-a * Btix(x,.) span Va(XI), formulas (3.8) follow. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.19. For each 1 < p < 00 there exists a unique (co- 
variant) functor 9~ from hc * to bc* which extends both the 5%functors 
on hi* and hp* described in Propositions 3.16 and 3.17. 
Thus6 to 2 E hc*, V* associates the scale of *-Banach spaces 
~~p(~)>l<p,<cc - ante) is a jinite W*-algebra with unique trace Tr, 
6 If the index p, 1 < p < co is arbitrary or clearly determined from the context we 
write 9’ instead of ‘33’. 
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which extends continuously to the expectation E, on W(Z). V2(X) 
is a Hilbert space which is isomorphic to A*(%) via the duality trans- 
form Sz . 
To K E hc*(A“’ , Z2) 5~7. associates the doubly Markovian contractions 
v@v%&&E - The adjoint construction involving the duality pairings 
of Lemma 3.8 defines an involutory isometric *-operation such that for 
(l/p) + (l/p*) = 1 (‘G+‘(K))* = W*(K*). 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.18 the pullback of A* via 9. is 
a functor on hc* which extends both q2 on hi* and V2 on hp* and 
has the correct adjoint behavior. According to Lemma 2.4 hc* is 
the smallest *-invariant subcategory of hb* containing hi* and/or 
hP” so that this extension is uniquely specified by its restrictions 
to either subcategory together with the adjoint behavior. 
If KEhc*(.ZI,Z2), let K = KI*....K, =L,*.***L, be arbi- 
trary factorizations in terms of morphisms from hi* u hp*. It follows 
that 
V(K,) c’ ... 0 V(K,) = 5P(L,) 0 ... 0 V(L,) = gg2 0 A*(K) 0 L3.q 
and hence that by restriction to $P there is a well defined contraction 
P(K) := WqK,) 0 *** 0 @(Km) = %P(L,) 0 ... 0 %yLR) 
is well defined and doubly Markovian for each 1 < p < co. Further- 
more 
VP(K)* = (P(K,) 0 ... 0 vqK,))* = gp*(K,*) 0 . .. 0 %P’(K,‘“) = $p*(K*) 
shows that the adjoint behavior is correct. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.20. According to the proof of Lemma 2.4(i) 
any K E hc*(ZI , %2) can be factored as K = P 0 U 0 I where 
I E hi*(XI , SF), U = U* E hi*(&, SF) n hp*(X, X) and 
P E hp*(X, yi”) with 2 = X1 @ X2 . 
It now follows from Theorem 3.19 that the assignment 
constructed solely in terms of the %7* functors on hi* and * is actually 
functorial and equal to $9(K) as defined in Theorem 3.19. A priori 
this is not obvious, since this factorization is not functorial. 
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3.5 Conditional Expectations, Continuity Properties 
Second quantized orthogonal projections have the properties of 
conditional expectations as the following proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 3.21. Let Q E hc*(&) be an orthogonalprojection, i.e., 
Q = Qz = Q*, then U*(Q) = (SF*(Q))” = (%7-(Q))*. 
(i> ~~(Q>[~“(~)l is a subalgebra of V‘“(Z) and if A, B, C 
are in VW(X), then 
~1(QW”(Q>[4> * B . (VQ>[Cl>l 
= FwPl . (~q@PI) * vw2)[cl)~ (3.9’) 
Proof. Since (ii) follows from (i) by a continuity argument we 
consider the case (i): If X’ : = Q(Z) is the range of Q there is a 
unique I E hi*(Z’, &‘) and P = I* E hp*(&, 2’) with 
PoI=ic&, IoP=Q, QoI=I and PoQ=P. 
We abbreviate f := V*(I); p : = V(P), Q : = V*(Q) and assume 
A, B, C are in %P(%). Since I is a homomorphism on ‘GP(J?) it 
follows that 
&[A] . &[B] = (10 &4]) . (f 0 P[B]) = I^[@] . p[B]] 
= & 0 f[fs[A] . p[B]] = @(r^ 0 &4]) . (f 0 &4])] 
= &[&VI . QPIL 
so that the range of & is a subalgebra of VP(Z). 
Using & = &* we find therefore 
<QW . &PI, C> 
= @[&M . &Pll, 0 = (&PI * C?PL &[Cl> 
= Tu4&[4 . &PI . &[Cl*> = Trd!&41 . &LB*]* .&Fl*> 
= (Q[aQrc~ e&P*]) = <A, &ICI . QP*l) 
= <A . &PI, Q[cl> = <&[A -QPll, 0. 
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Since this holds for all C it follows that 
&[A . &PI1 = &M ’ &PI- 
By applying * we find 
&[(A . &PI)*1 = &[&P”l . A*1 = &P*l . cm*1 
and hence also 
QPx41 . B . !wll = &[A1 * &LB * &[Cll = WI . &PI * &[Cl~ 
Q.E.D. 
According to Proposition 3.21 it is natural to make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 3.22. Given Q E$JY(%) n hc*(&, X) the doubly 
Markovian map E, = E’$*’ := %?l (Q) is the conditional expectation 
associated with the subspace Q(X) of 2. 
We note that for Q = O#, the O-projection, 
E. = Ei$ = 1 O’(cm .EX 
We now examine some continuity properties of %*. Let 
be a strongly continuous function, where T is a topological space. 
There results a function %?p of: T + bc*(%?~(&‘$, $?p(&?a)) which we 
conjecture to be strongly continuous if 1 < p < co. The following 
two results go part way toward establishing this conjecture and 
suffice for the applications we have in mind. Clearly, there is no 
problem if dimcZ < co. 
PROPOSITION 3.23. If f: T -j hc*(j/e, , SJ is strongly continuous 
and 1 < p < 2, then VP 0 f: T+bc*(%?(Y%;), @‘(Zz)) is also strongly 
continuous. 
Proof. Since I/ %9( f (7))II < 1 f or all T E T it suffices to establish 
strong continuity on any total set of 5@(Zi). If such continuity 
holds for p = 2 it holds for 1 < p < 2 since 11 *]I2 > 11 * Ijp for 
such p. According to Lemma 3.11 %‘Jyi”l) is dense in ?9(Xr) for 
1 < p < 2 and the elements of the form BX1(x,) * *em . Bsl(x,) with 
(~r)i~r~~<~ C X1 orthonormal and self-adjoint are total in VJsl). 
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Hence takingp = 2 and using the duality transforms the consideration 
can be transferred to (1*(X1) and ./l*(Zz): 
9x2 o +w(4Pm,W . ... . Bdl”,(%>l 
= n*(f(T>) oRwl[~~l(~l> . .‘. . BtiIWI 
= n*(f(T))[(Y!)“” x1 A *** A XT] 
= (Y!)““(f(T)XJ A ... A (f(T)XJ. 
But the assignment 
%FIP.q(~l) . . . . . &q(Xr)] = (Y!)‘/* X1 A *‘* A X, 
t0 (r!)li2( f(+) A +.. A (f(~)x,.) is clearly continuous, since thef(~) 
are all contractions and therefore uniformly bounded. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.24. Letg: T ---f hi*(lfl , sf-T2) be strongly continuous, 
then V, o g: T + bc*(%&AQ V0(S2)) and for 1 < p < 00, %P o g: 
T--f bc*(W(&), W$Z2)) are also strongly continuous. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.11 the elements of the form 
k&l) * ... - BH.lw> wl<l~r<m c 2, 
orthonormal and self-adjoint are total in %TO(ZI) and W(SI) for 
1 < p < co. Also, since on %?JXI) the norms satisfy /I e lip < 11 *lloo 
it suffices to consider the norm 11 . llrn on Va(XI). Let T,, E T and 
T --+ T,, in T, so that by the use of a telescoping sum argument 
/I KL(f(4P&+l) . ... . ~.zIWI - KzmQNh=~(4 . .** .KqWlllm 
= II %&(4~1) * ... ’ bz (f(T)X~) - BdP2(f(T,)X,) ’ ’ * B.&(f(T&,. 11~ 
< c (n I/ xk ii.&) . ii(f(T) -f(TO>)xL i/H, 
6=1 k#S 
which converges to zero as 7 -+ T,, . Q.E.D. 
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4. MARKOV STRUCTURES 
For any 8s E hc* a cs, -semigroup is by definition a c&O-semigroup 
p. such that p, is a a-map for every t E I’. It is then straightforward 
to verify that the dilation construction leads to *-maps, i.e., the 
maps p., j., u., 8 etc. are all in hc*. 
For the remainder of this chapter we assume given a csO-semigroup p, 
and apply the functors %?* of Chapter 3 6 to the corresponding situation 
of Chapter 2. 
To simplify the writing we will systematically denote the %.-images 
of contractions associated with the dilation of p. by the corresponding 
capital letters: P. := %‘*(p.),Q. := W(q.), U. := U*(u.), J. := V*(j.) 
as well as E S := %‘*(e,) for S C r = R and if p. happens to be self- 
adjoint 0 :=s.a. %?*(a). 
Remark 4.1. Let ZO E hc”. 
It is well known that the c$, -semigroups pm are parameterized by 
their infinitesimal generators a in terms of suitable exponential 
formulae 
Pi = exp(4 for tEr+. 
The class GensO of linear operators on SO which are infinitesimal 
generators can be characterized in terms of the Hille-Yosida theorem 
or via the notions of dissipative or maximal accretive operators 
[II, 14, 351. 
For 1 < p < co the family (Pl := %‘p(exp(ta))),,<+ is again a 
semigroup with identity on the *-Banach space %‘p(ZO) if a E GensO . 
Whenever P. is strongly continuous on ‘@(&$) for some 1 < p < CO 
we write 
P, = UQ,) = P(exp(ta)) = exp(tdW’(a)), (4.1) 
so that dW(a) is the infinitesimal generator of P. on %?p(XJ. 
It follows from Propositions 3.23 and 3.24 that for a E GensO , 
d%‘p(a) is defined at least if either 1 < p < 2 or 2 < p < 00 and p. 
consists of isometries. 
In the special case that p. is selfadjoint a =8.a. -h, for a unique 
self-adjoint h, > 0. In this case P. is a selfadjoint semigroup on 
%‘z(SO) with infinitesimal generator 
A y: -f$,;2 &$2(-4J where H,, 3 0. (4.2) 
Note, that on hi* V2 E r, and for selfadjoint a, dV2(a) = dT(a) in 
the notation of [3, 7, 26, 271, so that d%‘p is an extension of dr. 
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It is clear that P. is a semigroup with a-extension Q. and both are 
strongly continuous on %?P(pO) at least for 1 < p < 2 according to 
Proposition 3.23. U. is a group which is strongly continuous on 
Wp(Z) at least if 1 < p < co according to Proposition 3.24. Equations 
(2.2), (2.8), (2.11), (2.13), (2.14), (2.19, (2.17), respectively, imply 
that for s, t E T’z7 
s.a. . . 
Q, = QI “2 exp(- I t I f&J, (4.3) 
Ut 0 Is = It,, > (4.4) 
It* Q Is = Qtw 9 (4.5) 
Js 0 Jt* = U, 0 E. 0 U,* (4.6) 
E, = Us 0 E. 0 Us*, (4.7) 
Et0 us0 Et = It oQs0 It*, (4.8) 
(4.9) 
According to Chapters 2.3 and 3.5 the projections Es for S are 
conditional expectations which have the properties 
E, = 1~ *E.e, ET = idv.(.m , 
Es, G Es, if SIC S,, 
Es = Es where 8 is the closure of S in r. 
(4.10) 
Finally, the pre-Markov properties of Chapter 2.3 imply the 
following Markov properties for the conditional expectations (Es& . 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 2 < n < co and (Si)lcicm with Si C r be given 
such that S, < S, < --* < S, . Let t, denote sup S, and t, denote 
inf S, . Then 
Esl.Esz~-..oE,n = Et, 0 Et,, = It, 0 Qt,--tl 0 1; 
and 
(4.11) 
E sfl o . . . oE sz a Es, = Et,, 0 Et, = It, 0 Qtl-t, 0 1:: 
hold. 
7 Identical relations are obtained under symmetric second quantization and are 
familiar in the case of free Euclidean Markov fields [9] [20]. 
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Given A E %@(L%&) we write LA (respectively RA) for the map 
9?*(~‘&) -+ V(2’Q: B I+ A . B (respectively B H B * A). 
Since P. is a doubly Markovian semigroup (which is strongly 
continuous at least on 9+(X0) for 1 < p < 2) it can be viewed as 
the transition semigroup of a Markov process (e.g. on V2(Z0)). 
The following result relates this idea to the Sz.-Nagy dilation of 
p. and its second quantization P. . 
THEOREM 4.3. Let co > t, >, t,-, *.* 3 t, > - 00 and(Ai)lcicn. C 
VP(2Q be given. Then* 
Before giving the proof we note that the analogous construction 
using the symmetric (or Boson) second quantization functors rp 
[20] applied to the dilation (A!, u.) of (2s , p.) yields an identical 
formula. E, and ExO are then respectively the expectations w.r.t. 
the Gaussian measures corresponding to the Gaussian Hilbert spaces 
A? and Z0 , which generate Y2(&?) and r2(X0). 
If P. is again viewed as the transition semigroup of a Markov 
process (on r2(X0), say) then the last member of the formula gives 
the cylinder measure associated with this process. In more probabilistic 
terms this means that if the A, are (characteristic functions of) 
measurable sets then the last term gives the probability of the process 
passing through the sets Ai at the successive instants ti , 1 < i < n. 
The formula of the theorem shows in this case that Es is the 
expectation of a (countably additive) Gaussian probability measure 
which extends this cylinder measure. 
By analogy then this formula may be given a similar probabilistic 
interpretation in the present context of antisymmetric second quan- 
tizations. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We note that Es 0 Es = E, for any 
S C I’. Furthermore, for any az > n 3 r >, 1 Proposition 3.21 
implies 
~rt&JrJtn(4 . .-* . J&w = Jt,wJ . ... . Jt,eu 
* If Hilbert space inner products, which are linear on the right, are used, Q.* is 
replaced by Q. in the formula below. 
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so that in view of Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 3.21 
KdLn(4J . .‘. . J&w 
= J%4-%,,t,lLIt,wJ . .-. . Jt,b%)l> 
= &G,(4) . .*. . JdA2) * (~rt*.tJ o M%N) 
= Kw(Jt”G%a) . .** . Jtz(A2) . J&z+-t, 411m 
= &ut,(4) * . .- . J&AZ o ST,+ 4i1m. 
In the last step we used the fact that the J1, are homomorphisms 
on UW(SO). By iteration of this reduction step the final formula 
follows, since ES 0 J1 = ES due to the uniqueness of the trace 
(and hence the expectltion) as’s positive central functional. Q.E.D. 
It seems reasonable to conjecture that Nelson’s best hypercon- 
tractivity estimate [20] is valid even in this antisymmetric quantization 
context, i.e., for a E hc*(Zi , XJ A := %?*(a) is a contraction from 
qq to @(ZJ, where 1 < p < p < co, if and only if 11 a 11 < 
((4 - l>/(P - lY’“* 
Gross has proved this for dime SF = 1 [S, Theor. 31 and for 
general SF in a special case [7, Theor. 61. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume the above hypercontractivity criterion 
applies to the self-adjoint semigroup exp(- th,), where t 3 0 and 
h, > m > 0. Then, ;f T > 0 with (p - l)(q - 1) > exp(-2Tm) 
I &&%,oI(~) -%A% G II A 112, IIB IL - (4.13) 
The proof of formula (4.13) results by transscribing the proof 
of [9, Prop. III.21 to this antisymmetric second quantization context. 
The next result shows that U. is strongly mixing in the terminology 
of ergodic theory (see e.g. [12]) or has a cluster property in the 
terminology of physicists. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume p. is selfadjoint with p, = exp(-th,) 
and h, > m > 0. Then, ;f A, B are in U2(Z) 
,$rr, -&(A U,(B)) = &W * J%(B). 
Proof. As U. is unitary on V2(X’) it suffices to consider the case 
t -+ ----co. By continuity it is again sufficient to choose A and B 
from a total set in q2(S), so that we may assume 
A = Js,vL> * Js,&n-1) . ... * J&%) 
B = J&L) . An-, . --* . J&4) 
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with Ai and Bj in P’(X), s, > **a > s1 and t, > *** > t, . Since 
-?Lewt(B)) = E.&B) f or all t we may assume in addition that 
s1 > t, . In case t < 0 Theorem 4.3 yields 
-wJsmbL) . ... * J&%) * ~t(/t,(&) . ... . JtplN) 
= -wJs,Mn) . ... . J&u . Jt,+tmJ . *.. . Jt,t(Bd 
= -G&A,,, 0 Qs,,,-sm-l 0 ...oL.+ 0 Qs,-t,-t ~LB,, 0 ... 0 Qt,-t, ~LJ11) 
= Eso((R,l 0 ... 0 Qs,-s,-l 0 R&l) . Qsl-t,--t&, 0 .+* 0Qt,--t, ~L,~[ll)) 
= E.w~(A’ . exd- I t + t, - s1 I f4JB’I) 
where 
A’ := RA1 o ... 0 Qs,-s,-1 0Rdll 
and 
B’ := LBn o .a. 0 Qt,-t, 0 Li$l. 
It is known from the Fock space construction that 
%I = exp(-- I t If&) = n + 4d 
where n is the orthogonal projection onto the span of lQs(HOJ and 
11 P, 11 < exp(- 1 t 1 m). Thus the above equation continues as 
Since 
Ex,,(A’ * PI t+t,--sll VW G II A’ 112 II b+t,-&Wz 
< /I A’ iI2 II B’ II2 * exp(- I t I m) *s 0 
so that 
Es0 (A’ - n (B’)) = Ez&4’) * E.zr&B’) = E.&A) . E.&B)> 
the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
580/18/4-6 
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5. PERTURBED SEMIGROUPS AND A 
FEYNMAN-KAC-NELSON FORMULA 
Throughout this chapter we will be dealing with a self-adjoint cf,- 
semigroup p, = exp( -th,), h, 3 m 3 0 so that the notational conven- 
tion of footnote 3 is superjuous and will be abandoned. 
We view the corresponding second quantized semigroup P, = 
exp(-tH,,) as the unperturbed or “free” part of a perturbation 
situation. Here we have written H,, = -dC2(-hh,) in accordance 
with Remark 4.1 such that H,, (the free Hamiltonian) is self-adjoint 
and nonnegative on its domain DH, C A*(ZO). 
If an arbitrary perturbation H1 E %Ysm(sO) (the interaction Hamil- 
tonian) is given it follows that the linear operator 
H:=H,+H,, DH:= Dx, (5.1) 
is again self-adjoint and bounded from below (see e.g. [14]). Thus 
there is a unique (ultra-) strongly continuous semigroup (the perturbed 
semigroup) on (1*(&J given as 
pt := exp(-tH), tEr+. (5.2) 
We are going to examine how this perturbed semigroup can be 
described in terms of the unitary dilation picture. In the notation 
of Chapter 4 we have that J,(H,) = (J,(H,))* E gsm(#) and t F+ 
J,(H,) is continuous into %Ysp(Z) for 1 < p < co by Proposition 3.24 
with 
II Jt(H~)llm < II HI I/m for t E r. (5.3) 
Since for arbitrary F E %+‘(A?) 
ll(Jt(H~) - Jt,(H~>)[~~(F>llln*(~) 
< llUt(Hd - JtWd) . F 112 
< II Jt(HI) - Jt~(HI)llz . II F llm + 0 as I t - t’ I + 0, 
it follows from the estimate (5.3) and the denseness of +F’(Z) in 
%?(z?‘) = 9~(A*(Z’)) that the function t I+ J,(H,) is (ultra-) 
strongly continuous. 
If ----co < a < b < GO the (ultrastrong Bochner) integrals 
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exist and have /I * lloc not larger than (n!)-l[(b - u) 11 HI IlrnlR according 
to Eq. (5.3). 
It follows that the multiplicative functional defined by 
is norm convergent in %?a(~) and 
/I W(b, a)lim < exp(@ - a) II HI!!,). (5.4’) 
Remark 5.1. Physicists refer to W(b, u) as the time-ordered 
exponential and write 
W(b, 4 =T [exp (-Jab dsJ,(W)] - 
The same mathematical object has been studied by Kato [13]. See 
also Nelson [16], who used the term product integral and denoted it 
by II: [l - JsWr) dsl, and Araki [l], who speaks of expansionals. 
We refer the reader to these sources for the proof of the equations: 
W(a, a) = 1, (5.5) 
W(c, b) W(b, u) = W(c, u) if c > b 3 a, (5.5’) 
(d/d4 W(b, a) = uh(Hr> * W(b, a). (5.5”) 
We recall that U, and 0 are ultrastrongly continuous *-auto- 
morphisms of Vm(Z) by C orollary 3.15. Hence Proposition 3.21 
together with Eqs. (4.4) and (4.9) imply the following results: 
Eh,bl(W(b, a)> = Tb> a>, --oo<a<b<co, (5.6) 
Ut(W(h a)) = W(b + t, a + 9, (5.6’) 
O(W(b, a)) = W(-a, -b)*. (5.6”) 
THEOREM 5.2 (Feynman-Kac-Nelson Formula). For all -CO < 
a < b < CQ and A, B E U2(XO) the following formula links Papa to 
W(b, a): 
(5.7) 
where (with slight abuse of notation) we identifr V2(y%) with A*(tiO) 
via CSti . 0 
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Proof. It is sufficient to consider A, B E Vm(SO). Also due to 
Eq. (5.6’) and the invariance of the expectation under U, for t E r 
we have 
so that it suffices to take b > 0 and a = 0. 
It follows from the Hille-Phillips perturbation theory for semi- 
groups [II] that with I[ . I/,-convergence 
This identity allows the following deduction in view of Theorem 4.3 
and the identification g2(X0) = /l*(ZO): 
x &dW) 1 J#fJ . ... * .&,WI) . JO(~) 
= i. (-1)” Jo’ ds, ..a I”-’ ds, 
x I&&B - f’o--sl 0 HI 0 *a* 0f’s,-l-s, 0 HI 0 P&U 
= E@ . P&4]). 
Q.E.D. 
(For similar applications of the Hille-Phillips perturbation theory 
see also [21, 321.) 
Remark 5.3. We mention two alternate proofs of this formula: 
The first one is based on the treatment of the product integral in [16]. 
However, since only the 11 *lip (1 < p < co) continuity of t I-+ J,(H,) 
is established and the 11 * II,-continuity presumably does not hold, 
a modification of the development in [16] is required. The crucial 
elements are again Theorem 4.3 and a perturbation theorem, namely 
the Trotter product formula for P, in terms of P, and exp(-rtH,). 
The second alternative depends on the fact that ‘CT, := 
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It* o W(t, 0) o Jo , t 2 0 is a stronly continuous selfadjoint semi- 
group on V2(&s) which satisfies the Duhamel-formula 
I 
t 
vc/', = P, - ds V,-, . HI. P, 
0 
(5.8) 
with the unique solution 
Using Theorem 4.2 (Markov Property) and Eqs. (4.4), (4.9) the 
proof is as in [9]. Finally, this formula can easily be generalized as 
in [9]. 
To conclude, we derive a remarkable positivity property for given 
HI = HI* and t 3 0. We abbreviate E(-,,,] =: E-and EL,,,) =: E+ , 
so that by Theorem 4.2 
E, 0 E- = E- 0 E+ = EO . (5.9) 
THEOREM 5.4. With the above notations the sesquilinear form 
<A, B> := E.&@(A) . B * W(t, -WLeW(~, -9, 
deJined for all A, B E E+(SF?~(G-‘?)) is positive semide$nite. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 
-%&V, -9 = E.q,(&[ll) = II ~Jlll~ > 0. 
According to Proposition 3.21 the assumptions imply 
E+(B* . W(t,O)) = B* . W(t,O) 
and 
EpqO, 4) . O(A)) = W(0, -t) . O(A). 
Since (( , >> is clearly sesquilinear it suffices to consider A E Vm(S) 
so that in view of Eqs. (5.5’), (5.6”), (5.9) and the obvious relations 
E, o @ = E, , 0 = O-1: 
E&O(A) .A* . W(t, -t)) 
= E&V(O, -t) . O(A) . A* . W(t,O)) 
= Em(E-(W(0, -t) . O(A)) . E+(A* . W&O))) 
= Ew(Eo 0 @(@(W(O, -t)) .A) . Eo(A* . W(t,O))) 
= E&E,(W(t, 0)* . A) . Eo(A* . W(t,O))) 
= II Eo(W, O)*A)ll; 2 0. 
Q.E.D. 
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Remarks 5.5. For the Yukawa model this positivity property was 
first observed in [21]. In Axiomatic Euclidean Quantum Field 
Theory this positivity condition plays a central role [22]. The proof 
given here is an adapted version of a proof for Boson Markov Field 
Theory due to J. Rosen (as quoted by Nelson in [33]). 
We remark also that for t = 0 or HI = 0, lV(t, -t) = 1 and the 
statement of Theorem 5.4 is still nontrivial. This special case is, 
however, an immediate consequence of the formula E+ o 0 o E+ = 
E,, > 0 which follows from e[,,,,) 0 8 0 e[,,,) = e, by second quantiza- 
tion. Hence it is this positivity condition which survives when the 
interaction is switched on. 
Note added in proof. After completion of the manuscript we realized that 
M. O’Carroll and P. Otterson have already used the term “pre-Markov structure” 
in the special context of the Euclidean Boson Fock space construction (Commun. 
Math. Phys. 36 (1974), 37-58), “Some Aspects of Markov and Euclidean Field 
Theories.” 
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